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Leave it to the people 

The topic of gun control is still fresh in our head as Americans because of the recent shootings in 

Newberry, Connecticut.  Since the shooting, it has been a hot topic all over the nation.  We have 

asked the politicians on what they think but we need to ask the public for what they think.  

 When talking to Blake Simpson about the subject, he related the following.  He said, “I believe 

in the second amendment.  I believe that they are going away from the second amendment.  We 

have the right to bear arms.  If you notice, the places that are going crazy with guns are in places 

where gun control isn’t control.  Chicago being an example of not controlling the gun issue.”  

This brings up a very interesting question.  If we as Americans believe in the second amendment, 

then does that mean people can own bazookas?  That would be wrong because that would mean 

more attacks in our nation.  When interviewing others, their opinions were just as interesting. 

When talking to a student named John, he said the following.  “I think guns need to be regulated” 

he said.  “However, they all already regulated too much.  We already have the second 

amendment rights.  At the same time, people shouldn’t have deadly weapons like bazookas or 

anything that can be dangerous.  We don’t need a deadly attack happening here.  We just have to 

enforce our laws here.  We don’t have to create new ones. 

I agree with this.  It’s not like people who are planning to attack are going to registers their guns 

because it’s the law.  They will have to register them because we force them.  No one ever does 

anything unless they are forced to do things.  Maybe another solution would be to allow citizens 

to carry guns on them.  Think about it, if everyone is carrying a gun, then there would most 

likely be less shootings.  No one would pull them out because if you shot at someone, then you 

will most likely be attacked by someone else at the same time.  Another idea is to have less 

government and more of the people say.  Government officials are always behind a desk all day, 

were as the rest of us our out and about all day.  We need less government and more power for 

the people.  However, only time will tell what will happen with this subject.  We will have to 

wait and see what will happen.         


